Homoeonic MXP

Maximum Capability
This model offers you the most complete Instrument of its
kind. It offers a perfect combination for the creation of
Radionic and homeopathic remedies, complex or simple ones,
in any power or method that is required in just a few seconds.
Its large design is convenient and easy to use, offers the user
all the traditional tools for analysis, diagnosis, direct treatment
and broadcasting therapy.
It has a comfortable and elegant design, excellent for your
clinic (Due to the complex design and price this unit Is
assembled by demand)

Design - Desktop

Variable Features

(Main design features)

Regulators - 20
(Number of regulators / dials)

Autosimile - Included
(Automatically obtain the Similum from a patient sample)

Batteries - USB (USB Solar Battery not included)
(Capable of operating with batteries)

Potencies (Potencies & Methods available in the Instrument)
X o D, C, M, MM (1x a 999,999MM) &
LM/Q Dr. S. Hahnemann (1/50,000) LM1 a LM9,000

External Ports - 4 (Ambivalent)
(Auxiliary ports for accessories)

ECS - Yes
(Electromagnetic Card System helps you store information
like patients PGR, therapies, remedies, etc.)

Cups - 100 gr /100 ml
(Capacity of loader cups)

Homoeonic Software - Compatible
(Compatible with Homoeonic Software)

Broadcasting - Included

Broadcasting System©

(Capability to broadcast)

Additional Potencies - Super Powers (F Range) 1/106 - 1/10180
(Optional potencies & methods, not included but compatible with the Instrument)

Measures - 40 x 39 x 12 cm aprox
(Approximate measures of the instrument)
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Main Features

Capability to perform general and qualitative diagnosis.
Manufacturing a wide variety of Radionic Remedies (simple and complex) and homeopathic
compounds/remedies.
Wide variety of methods and homeopathic potentiation available with the possibility of
having additional methods (Super Powers / F Range)
Broadcasting, capability to transmit a remedy or treatment from a sample or patient witness.
Explore, diagnose and provide treatmet from any of the 12 Radionic levels (physical, emotional, mental, spiritual, etc.)
Function tester regulator to measure imbalance, over or under function.
Touch plate (Stick pad).
Keypad for easy entry of homeopathic potencies & homeopathic method management.
Digital screen that allows you to observe the functions performed by the instrument.
Thousands of frequencies (codes/rates) available such as: Homeopathic, allopathic, viruses,
bacteria, fungi, parasites, toxins, allergies, Bach flowers, Emotional, Cosmetics, minerals,
vitamins, etc.
4 virtual memories to save or copy information.
ECS electromagnetic cards for storage and distribution of medicines, therapies, witness, etc.
"Copy" function, which by simply pressing a button, the instrument will automatically
perform a copy / clone of any previously manufactured remedy in just 10 seconds.
"Imprint" Function with which you can transmit/send information from regulators, memory
card or ECS to a carrier substance or auxiliary port.

Skype user: Homoeonic / Homoeonicmexico
youtube.com/homoeonic

US: 619-5675196
MX +52 (665) 654-8146
info@homoeonic.com

facebook.com/radionics
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